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“Obviously, function constrains the sequence, 
giving merely the appearance of common descent
when in fact this is an example of common design.” 
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Redundancy

Of the > 26 million possible combinations that preserve the 
sequence at the amino acid level, the observed pattern is 
the one most consistent with common descent. 





Possible codon combinations (excluding positions 12, 23 and 33):

14 x 29 x 412 x 612 = 18.69 x 1018

Of the > 18 quintillion possible combinations that maintain the
conserved sequence at the amino acid level, the observed
pattern is the one most consistent with common descent.
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Samples taken
from gene exons
are even
more identical
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Inversions    The evidence for a chromosomal
Translocations             rearrangement is synteny: the
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These events can also be traced between closely related species.



Drosophilid species as a model for chromosome change over time



Drosophilid phylogeny and chromosomal synteny

Schaeffer, S. W. et al. Genetics 2008;179:1601-1655



Synteny relative in 8 Drosophilid species
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“Surely synteny reflects a higher-order genomic
organization required for function?”



Evidence for human : 
chimp common ancestry

Pseudogeny



Unitary pseudogenes are sequences recognizable as once
having been a functional gene, but now are inactivated
due to mutation.  





The primate olfactory receptor
subgenome reveals numerous
pseudogenes shared between
humans and great apes (with
identical inactivating mutations),
as well as human-specific
pseudogenized loci.

These pseudogenes are retained
in syntenic blocks between
genomes.









HS =  Homo sapiens   (human)
PT = Pan troglodytes   (chimpanzee)
CLF = Canis lupus familiaris   (dog)
MM = Mus musculus   (mouse)





Vitellogenin loci persist as pseudogenes in non-prototherian
mammals:



The vitellogenin (VIT1) pseudogene in humans is found in a
region syntenic with the chicken genome



“Perhaps pseudogenes have an as yet undiscovered
function?”

“The identical inactivation mutations could indicate
multiple independent inactivations in a non-random
manner.”
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Two competing hypotheses:

     Common                     Non-evolutionary
                descent       Designer

Population Complex speciation,       Designer constrained by
genetics large ancestral       function, appearance of

 population        common descent required
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Higher view of Scripture?



Titian: The Fall of Man (c. 1570)

Questions?


